Values and Evaluations: Essays on Ethics and Ideology (American University Studies)

In the diverse but related essays collected in Values and Evaluations, Julius Kovesis central
concerns are the nature of ideological thinking and the rational core of morality. Â«It is
characteristic of ideological beliefs that their truth is upheld independent of the arguments for
themÂ», he contends. He examines ideological tendencies in the Marxist tradition, in attempts
to demythologize Christianity, and in modern British ethical theory. In ethics, he continues the
attack on the fact/value dichotomy he began in Moral Notions, a dichotomy he thinks has
ideological sources. In theology, he argues that demythologizing is really a form of
Â«remythologizingÂ». A long study of Moses Hesss essay On the Essence of Money is used
to illuminate the early thought of Marx.
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It involved undergraduate and graduate business students (total N=) from the Olayan School of
Business in the American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
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